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'S PRETTIEST AND UGLIEST TO REIGN

0ne 0f these campus beauties will be crowned Mardi Gras Queen tonight.
. ine. for the title are (top, 1. to r.) Janet Barron, Thais Kishi, Marti Browning,
Fran Easterbrook and (bottom, 1. to r.) Elvera Steiner, Teddy McBee, and
411 Forst.

The "ugliest of them all" will be named at the Coronation Rally tonight. Con
tenders for the honor are (top, 1. to r.) Noel Manoukian, Bob Hicks, and Mich
Yamamoto and (bottom, 1. to r.) Javier Arena, Harold Robinson, Ed Christenson,
and Ola Murchison.

MARDI GRAS CLIMAXES
WITH GALA FESTIVITIES
Queen, Ugly Man Coronation Rally Tonight;
Big Carnival And Costume Ball Tomorrow

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

"Requiem" To Be Presented
Sunday At Civic Auditorium
S. F. SYMPHONY , 350 SINGERS
WILL PERFORM GREAT WORK
One of America's outstanding musical organizations, the San
tacisco Symphony Orchestra, will accompany a chorus of 350
angers in a performance of the "Requiem" by Hector Berlioz
inlay at 8:30 p.m. in the Stockton Civic Auditorium.
The program will be conducted by Enrique Jorda who has been
Bident director of the San Fran»organization since 1954. He
s director of the Madrid Symtony in his native land and on
®erous tours has conducted
of the world's greatest or-

estras.

icAL SINGERS

foe chorus is composed of singfrora the College of the PacifStockton College, a n d t h e
ckton Chorale. Many of those
0 are participating in
the
'rus sang under Enrique Jorda
fllree San Francisco perform® of this great work early in
"Requiem," or "Grand
the Dead," composed by
under a commission from
rench government, is conred to be one of the most lava"d splendid productions in
1Cal annals. A full-scale prol°n is
a rare sight, for it is
|Sary to employ some 500
;rs and singers to produce
U1 range of sounds from the
linfCate Passa^es T° smashe

s for

Pictured above is Enrique Jor
da, who will conduct the S. F.
Symphony in the Sunday per
formance of the "Requiem."

the assignment in a San Fran
cisco audition with Jorda.
The production of the "Re
quiem" will be a unique and out
standing musical event in Stock
FEATURED SOLOIST ton, combining great professional
. ||re(1 tenor soloist will be organizations vtath voluntary, but
Brown, former Pacific carefully trained, choral groups.
o
vatory singer, who won
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Any proceeds from the produc
Js'iess Office Closed
tion beyond the expense of more
9 COP Lunch Hour
than $5000 will be added to a
scholarship fund at the Pacific
_ business Office requests
^foents who have packages Conservatory of Music.
Tickets for the "Requiem" are
want information at any
on sale at the Pacific Conserva
q asiness Office windows do
q 8'12 and 1-5. The Busi- tory and Stockton music stores
ice is not open during and wiU be avaUable at the doors
ch hour.
Sunday.

Climaxing a week of activities, the annual College of the Pacific
Mardi Gras celebration gets under way tonight with the exciting
coronation rally to be staged in the Greek Theatre.
MAY 9, 1958 — No. 9 TODAY'S ACTIVITIES
This afternoon, everyone on campus is urged to join the activi
ties at the pool. A variety of-V
swimming events have been plan "Sobbin' Blues" made Artie
ned for everyone's participation Shaw's first record in 1936 an
and enjoyment.
item that still intrigues collectors.
The all-campus barbecue will be Jerry's famous scoring of "Begin
The President's Convocation
next Thursday at 11 a.m. will be the number one attraction when 5 the Beguine" put Shaw right on
dedicated to honoring 13 differ o'clock rolls around. The men of the top.
Archania are in charge of this
ent honorary societies on campus. event to be held between West GRAY AND MILLER
In 1940 Jerry Gray joined Glenn
A highlight of the program will Hall and the End Zone.
Miller. His steady stream of solid
be the awarding of scholastic cups
instrumentals made the Miller
QUEEN AND UGLY MAN
to both the women's and men's
style a favorite of dancers here
Awaiting the coveted crown of
living group which have shown Mardi Gras queen are seven and abroad. Gray's scoring of
the most scholastic improvement campus lovelies, representing ev "Chattanooga Choo Choo," "Moon
Cocktails," and many others
ery women's living group. These light
for the year.
are still popular as Miller reDr. Samuel Hayakawa, profes finalists, one of which will be ac released platters. Jerry Gray's
claimed queen by an all-campus
sor of language arts at the Uni ballot, are Frances Easterbrook, own compositions, "A String of
"Pennsylvania
versity of San Francisco, will be Epsilon; Thais Kishi, Manor Hall; Pearls" • and
guest speaker. Dr. Hayakawa is Martha Browning, South Hall; 6-5000," are still best sellers.
Gray replaced Miller on numer
the author of several well-known Teddy McBee, West Hall; Joan
books on the subject of semantics. Forst, Zeta Phi; Janet Barron, Al ous radio broadcasts during
One of his most famous works is pha Thete; and Elvera Steiner, Glenn's illness, as well as taking
"Language In Action." He also is Tau Kappa. Tonight's coronation over the baton after Miller's over
the author of another book writ rally" will be the setting for the seas disappearance.
ten about Oliver Wendell Holmes, announcement of COP's Mardi PLAYED TOP SPOTS
In recent years Gray's "Band of
an American poet. He has lec Gras queen selection.
tured extensively throughout the
Those vieing for Ugly Man Today" has made appearances in
United States.
honors are Javier Arena, Bob spots such as the Coconut Grove
Hicks,
Ola Murchison, Mich Ya in Los Angeles, Dunes Hotel in
Dr. Lloyd Bertholf will preside
Las Vegas, Steel Pier in Atlantic
over this convocation. Dr. Shilling mamoto, Noel Manoukian, Ed
City, Statler Hotel in Buffalo, and
Christienson,
and
Harold
Robin
will present the organ prelude
now at the Civic Memorial Audi
and the Invocation will be given son.
torium in Stockton, California.
One
"beast"
will
be
selected
by Don Baldwin. Presentation of
Jerry Gray's Liberty recording
honor societies will be by Dean from this group and "crowned"
"Band
of Today" will be the fea
Betz; and scholastic awards will tonight at the rally.
tured attraction at the Mardi Gras
be announced by Mr. Allan LaurBOOTHS AND BAND
Carnival and Ball.
sen, president of Phi Kappa Phi's
Tomorrow
night
students
will
COSTUME PRIZES
COP chapter. Convocation will
Highlight of the evening will be
conclude with the traditional enjoy numerous concessions at
the
annual
Carnival
and
Ball.
the
presentation of prizes for a
"Pacific Hail," under the direction
Booths will range from the "mush variety of costume categories.
of Dean J. Russell Bodley.
throw" at Dean Betz to a "mar
Those groups which will be riage booth." Each booth is spon
honored at the convocation are: sored by campus organizations
Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Epsilon and living groups.
"Adam the Creator"
Rho (radio), Beta Beta Beta (bio
Jerry Gray's "Band of Today"
"Adam the Creator" ... Di
logy), Blue Key (senior men), will be featured tomorrow night
rected
by Jim Crockett . . .
Knolens (senior women), Mu Phi at the gala costume ball, with
EpsilonUmusic: women), Phi Del dancing from 9 till 1 in the Civic WHEN: Thursday and Friday,
ta Kappa (education: men), Phi Auditorium. Gray will accompany May 15 and 16 . . . TIME: 8
Mu Alpha (music: men), Phi Sig the gigantic celebration from the Sharp . . . WHERE: Morris
ma Tau (philosophy), Pi Kappa top rung of the ladder of success, Chapel . . . WRITTEN B Y:
D e l t a ( f o r e n s i c s ) , P i K a p p a following years of fine musical Karel and Josef Capek . . .
STYLE: A Religious comedy
Lambda (music: both men and accomplishments.
... A fantasy. PRICE: Free . .
women), Spurs (sophomore wo
At the age of 15, Jerry Gray
men), and Theta Alpha Phi (dra became interested in arranging, REMARKS: "Exciting" . . .
"Off the beaten path" . . matics).
and spent every spare moment
"See it!"
arranging
selections
for
a
variety
All interested persons are urged
of bands. Gray's arranging of
to attend.

Honoraries Receive
Recognition At Gonvo
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Who's Who
In Pacific Theatre
By TOM CLOUD

When you only have an hour
to interview a personality like
Rich Cline, you sincerely wish
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student Association.
24, 1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California that you had more time, mainly
Entered as second-class matter October '
under the Act of March 3, 1879.
because he seems like such a vi
Joan Ulrich
Editor
tal,
likeable individual.
;;;Z!!!Z"ZZZZZZ1]ZZ!ZZZZZZ1™"
Bin McGregor
Business Manager

However, to me, his philosophy
on life seems almost too simple;
§^J££tsi''
' ' Bob Bersi, George Fasei. BIH Embry, Tom cioud yet for him it apparently works
coiumidsts ...
ideally. He sums up his outlook
r* usDorne
Faculty Adviser
Reporter's
ZlZSeii Porterfield, Michael Roe, Bill Embry, Marian Duncan, with the words: "Que Sera Sera
Carole Gold, Pat Stead, Martha Metzler, Cynthia Whiting, \al White, Jean (Whatever will be, will be!) This
McGuire, Caroline Jamieson, Elsa Madsen, Barbara Flahive, Jim Holway, sue
Scrivener, Barbara Hamilton, Tom Cloud, Patricia Soule, Bob Nielebeck, may sound carefree and thought
Dave Towell, Ola Murchison, Paul Kaufman, Jack Marden, Dick Bass, Dave
less in some respects, let alone
Davis, Sal Cortes, Maurice Jones, Mary Ann Drysdale.
MULDOWNEY
PRINTINQ CD
an escape mechanism for a fel
low, whom I'm sure, is very pro
found and sensitive in his feel
ings for others, yet I wonder if
such a philosophy of acceptance
without an acceptance of regret
Beyond the High Walls
or defeat is not truly more diffi
Pacific—the object of our loyalty, the center ot our cult than some other devised pat
lives. With great emotion, most of us consider Pacific our terns in this world. Well, so much
for this obnoxious speculation!
Assistant Business Manager
Managing Editor
Society Editors

...

' MrTHrmon
TaWTiiton
^an Gaston Joan Bender

EDITORIAL

"home," the nucleus about which our existence revolves tor
four years. But, have we come to center too much of our
lives around the social activities, the classes, the every-day
occurrences that take up our attention daily? Have we for
gotten that there is a world outside the area bordered by
Stadium Drive, Pacific Avenue, the Levee, and Pershing—
the area regarded as the COP campus.

How often do we pick up a daily paper and read more
than the sensational stories, the sports section, the comics,
and the advice to the lovelorn? Do we feel any deep concern
about the latest threats of the USSR; do we take much in
terest in the Pentagon reorganization or the latest sugges
tions for combatting the recession? In most cases, we must
answer that we pay no attention to such things or do only
as much as is necessary to cope with current events questions
in some of our classes. We excuse ourselves by saying we
are "too busy to take time out to read and think about world Rich Cline is indeed willing to
and national events." We wrap ourselves more tightly in see the good in everyone, and he
overlooks ihe bad as a part of
our campus cocoon, oblivious of the rest of the world.
human frailty.

ROM WHERE I S I T . . .
By BERSI

Well, it looks as if pm n
to have any place to sit aft
evening. Because if there's o©/ ^
about elections that's inevitahi "i
that someone always get elected',"1
!is sometimes a matter
^ +4of« great' WQj
,
cern to many—to so many peZ, ':"r<
fact, that, after a long year ln
you begin to wonder how you'office
p„a,
made it.
As you read this, I am at the University of Oregon attendjq
Pacific Students Presidents' Association Convention. You
call it a last official act. Jack Bybee is up here with me
together we're meeting, for the last time, all the faces we met ljj
year at our first convention.
,
At that time, we couldn't contribute much. We simply w
all we could from the old outgoing officers and hoped to be a|!
to put some of their experience to good use when we returned. ]
helped a lot this year.
Now, we're back again; but this time we've got things tote
them. The many committee meetings that we attended last ya
in silence will now have a chance to absorb what we've learned t|
past year in office. It's sort of paying back the debt, you might si
By the time we return to Pacific, all the new officers will I©
been elected, and so I'll simply offer them my congratulations no
and meet them in person in a few days.
You know, whether you realize it or not, this has been qUj
an election season here at Pacific. Twenty-six people signed up f
offices and this means only one thing to me—enthusiasm, a ra
commodity on far too many college campuses. So, I here and «
give praise and acclaim to each individual member of your Senate
to the students who took an office last fall and worked for and
that office in such a manner that now, at the end of their ter
that office is so desireable that there are more than enough can
dates to fill it. What better criterion of a job well done?
them!" I said, "Any special one?"
And he mumbled, "None that I
could probably have. Yet, all the
girls around here are great, Tom;
you know that." (I soon learned
that this guy really believes
this!) I quizzically, or was it
sarcastically (it makes little dif
ference), said, "I do?"

Committee Takes U
Discrimination Issu

"The Cause" — discriminat
against Negroes in sorority i
fraternity circles -— has invot
a group of Pacific students in
endeavor to have "any Negro|
or boy rushing ("the circl
Rich has appeared in many judged on the same basis as;
theatre productions here at Pacif other student," said Mo
ic. He had small parts in "Time Vaughn, member of the com:
of Your Life," "Noah," "Waiting tee.
for Lefty," and "The Cretan Wo
This,
in
itself,
I
feel,
is
an
ad
A decision to take a pane!
What a dangerous tendency! In a few short years for
man." Nevertheless, he always each house arose from this gr<
mirable
quality
in
his
character.
most of us—in June, for some of us—we will become a part
Now, it would be pure "hog- seems to perform with a quality
meets every Thursdaj
of that world which most of us have been ignoring for the wash" to assume that, because of of sincerity and feeling for his which
11 a.m. in Dr. De Vault's ot
past four "silver-lined" years. We will meet a world which his perpetual smile and friendly various roles. When Cline finishes The purpose of this prop
expects us to take up the banner of leadership in those mat manner, he is a noble, flawless college, he will go to Hollywood project is to give everyone
ters which we have ignored. We will have thrown away c h a r a c t e r s u c h a s O t h e l l o w a s where MGM will give him a cerned the opportunity to exp
the opportunity so available to us to discuss with those of before he met Desdemona. In screen test. (The word for this is his view.
"connections!") But, it couldn't
Nancy McGee, Carmelita
our professors who might be "in the know" and with our fact, I did a little private in happen to a nicer and more de
vestigating and found out that,
fellow students these matters that become of such over although practically everyone serving person. Everyone wishes g a n , T h e l m a J a c k s o n , J
Vaughn, and Dr. De Vault ar
whelming importance to us once we leave COP.
thinks highly of our drama stu him luck.
the panel, which made its
Time, that ruiner of us all, was visit when they went to A
In some of our neighboring universities, discussions dent, there is that segment of
people who believe he has to be
have arisen recently concerning the stopping of nuclear tests. pushed into doing anything, like running out. Rich smilingly said, Theta Tau on April 24. Ep
"All right wise guy, what are you
The pros and cons have been aired in public debates and pri menial labor. Ha! As far as I'm writing?" I thought to myself: Lambda Sigma was schedule
vate "bull sessions;" and, in some cases, there have been concerned, he's not alone in this "That's a good question, because hear the panel on May 8 •
student demonstrations. We do not necessarily demand that defect (if it is one!) Another sometimes I really wonder what The Senate of the PSA,
Pan-Hellenic Council, Dean E
we must do such things to prove that we are vitally inter remark told to me was that Rich I'm writing."
and Dean Betz have all been
has
a
"natural
awkward
genius.
ested in something besides our own small world. We do
suited on this operation to i
I didn't try to unriddle this rid
think, however, that a re-evaluation of and reawakening to dle; instead I soaked it in as an Adviser's Approval Needed sure that "The Cause" has
important world, national, and state events is an important other remark of admiration by On Summer School Courses approval and support of 1
lished bodies of student or
part of the education we are here to acquire so that we may one of his friends.
Students who plan to attend
It was Parents' Day when
cope with the world.
summer session in colleges other zation.
Plans are also being ma'
went over to Rich's living quar than COP should have the courses
Let us knock down the high walls we have built around ters. (I refuse to "plug" any or which they plan to take approved keep t h e f a c u l t y a n d
o u r s e l v e s a t P a c i f i c a n d b e c o m e c o g n i z a n t o f t h e v a s t ganization in my column.) Any by their advisers to be sure that aware of progress toward tl
w a y , a f t e r " g r u b b i n g " a f r e the units will be acceptable at lution of this problem.
expanses to be dealt with on the outside.
meal and being treated very nice COP, Miss Ellen Deering, regis
"Life itself can't give ^j1
Egotism is a drug that enables The fellow who laughs last may ly, Rich and I wen£ into the trar, has said.
"soda"
bar
(I
assume
that's
what
Unless you really wil 1'
Also,
official
transcripts
should
some people to live with them laugh best, but he gets the repu
it is used for), and continued our be sent to the Registrar at COP
Life gives you time a"
selves.
tation of being a dumbbell!
conversation.
before September 1.
It's u p t o y o u t o fill * • .

SPECIAL
JAPANESE AMPEX MODEL 600
For only $299.00
HO 4 - 7 4 6 4

QUALITY SOUND SERVICE
1217 NO. WILSON WAY

We were interrupted a few doz
en times! Parents kept stopping
by, telling Rich how much they
enjoyed his fine Pacific Theatre
performance in "Remarkable In
cident At Carson Corners." Then,
to top it off, he got a telephone
call, excused himself, and, as he
was going out the door, turned to
me and said, "You might ask me
about girls when I come back."

So, I did! I asked him to tell
me anything he wanted to — rest
ing assured I'd use discretion. He
immediately replied: "I like

B E
FOR

S U R E

YOUR

T O

NEW

V O T E
LEADERS

— Head for —

THE END ZONE
— YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER-
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jii Kappa Phi Recognizes

Mrs. Baumgardner Named
Christian Social Relations
Secretary For Conference

^jgh Academic Scholarship

it

honor society of Phi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897 and
The
ter thi, me a national organization through the efforts of the presidents
lS Ce state universities. Its main objective has always been the
»niti°n and encouragement of suPerior scholarship in all fields.
KapPa Ph' is unique in that it recognizes scholarship in all
Vmic areas' rather than restricting its elections to a specific
ople, 4 Cited field.
•'offwl'i
• ^ organization of the society-h
—
on chapters, of which
*r'e now 77. Each of these Initiation, Banquet
ten,
s sends an accredited rep- Ends Phi Kappa's Year
1 "tight
"Itative and as many alterae,
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scho
f mernbers as possible to a nauet l^' 1 convention which is held lastic society, will hold its spring
At this convention, re- initiation and annual banquet on
iearnej o'f the national officers are Thursday, May 15, as a climax to
he able ^ matters of general im- its year's activities.
ned. j eard, are considered, and probEighteen new members will be
stance
Eire dis- installed in the initiation cere
0f the chapters
to tej ®s
mony to be held at 6 p.m. in
st year
Morris Chapel. Those to be ini
HGIBILITY
led thj jpigibifity for election rests on tiated are William Lowery, Henry
say. basic requirements: scholar- Osner, Sara Peterson, Violet
til hate and character. The original Quimby, Nathan White, Nicholas
is no» of membership called for Anguilo, Jackie Coker, Marielle
(10 highest ranking students in Tsukamoto, Marilyn Peterson, Sa
i quits senior class, provided they chiko Ishida, Margaret Phillips,
«P for averages of 90 percent or Helen Sperry, Willemina Fair
a rate ;r. The number has since been banks,
RuthAnn
Coykendall,
id no» iged to 10 percent of the class Fuad Nahhas, George Thompson,
matejtause of the expansion of the Russell Warner, and Dr. Howard
and ij
Lization and the growth of Runion.
' tena,
Mr. Mel Riddle, public relations
jsize of the classes in the varicandiuniversities and colleges. Stu- representative for the governor of
idits who are ranking high i n California, will be the main speak
scholarship must also be of sound er at the banquet to be held at
6:30. The dinner will be held in
Up iaracter.
phrase of the constitution the small dining hall and will
sue
apresses the attitude of the so- cost $2 a person for those not
nation
"The name of this organi- having meal tickets and $1 for
y aai
shall be Honor Society of those with tickets.
volvtd Phi Kappa Phi; its motto, Philoin an spliia Kratei Photon — "The love
Mr. Rockwell To Fill
rogiii I t e m i n g r u l e s t h e w o r l d . . . "
ireie" He College of the Pacific be Dr. Ingebo's Position
is
ne a member of Phi Kappa Phi
A joint announcement has come
dona illay 3, 1951.
from President Robert Burns and
mmit- i CHARTER MEMBERS
Dean J. Marc Jantzen ooncerning
Here are fourteen charter mem- the resignation of Dr. George S.
oel to 1, Lloyd Bertholf, Clair C. Ol- Ingebo, who has accepted a posi
groun i Ernest E. Stanford, William tion as Director of Research and
ay af Nietmann, Rockwell D. Hunt, Guidance in the Portland, Oregon,
office.
L. Baker, Charles W. Gu- public schools.
ft, Malcolm R. Eiselen, EmerDr. Ingebo's successor will be
»G. Cobb, Allan R. Larsen,
Perry J. Rockwell who, with his
Wert E. Burns, Johry C. Crabbe,
wife and two children, will come
»ti Tully C. Knoles.
to California from Wisconsin. Mr.
Since 1951, there have been 331
Rockwell has received his B.S.
pbers of Phi Kappa Phi at and M.S. from the University of
icific.
Wisconsin and will complete his
Doctor of Philosophy degree at
b.Jacoby To Speak the same university this summer.
The teaching experience of Mr.
to Festival Of Faiths
Rockwell includes four years of
uet On May 20 junior high at Savanna, Illinois,
The Festival of Faiths Banquet and one year in Riverdale, Illi
-'being held on Tuesday, May 20, nois.
^Anderson Dining Hall at 6 p.m.
dinner is being sponsored by
Council of Religious Activiand will climax a year of
work.
Tkftiote speaiker will be Dr.
Jacoby, who has chosen
his topic, "The Trouble With
'eranee." An all-male vocal
.-artet, consisting -of Rodney
j»* JttS, Leroy Smith, Phil Dun-ly' ar"ti Steve Lewis, will proUe
Thu entertainment for the
:

f°r

Advance registration will be
gin May 14 and will close at 5
p.m. on May 19, Miss Deering,
registrar, has said.
Students are strongly urged to
make their appointments w i t h
their advisers early in the week,
she added.
Time schedules will not be
available until the first day of
registration and will be given out
with the registration books.
They celebrate three major hol
idays only down in Texas — the
Battle of the Alamo, Sam Hous
ton's birthday, and January 20—
that's when the new Cadillacs
come out.
The Sojourner

at Anderson "Y" by May
°ft will be 25 cents with a
, ticket and $1.25 without a

hcket.

installation of newly-elected
°Tficers will be a highlight of
anquet, and reports from all
reTigious
organizations on
"Pus will be given.

(Fasel, t h a t is)
'TWAS JUST THREE YEARS AGO IN MARCH, as I remem,
ber, and the smoggy Southern California skies enveloped me in a
wreath of confusion and indecision. "Where to go to college?" was
the big question in my mind, though probably a bigger question
should have been "How to graduate from high school?"
I sat down one night and fired off letters of inquiry to various
schools around the state, and almost all the propaganda which ar
rived by return mail was trash, pure and simple. Only one set of
pamphlets, booklets, and general paraphernalia intrigued me — that
from College of the Pacific. And as I look back through those
pamphlets now and enumerate the reasons why I picked Pacific
(barring ridiculously easy entrance requirements), I quake at the
stark realities with which I am brought face to face. For instance:
Pacific is the most inexpensive private school in California.
Keep in mind, this was March, 1955. Well, when I finally did send
in my application, at which time the tuition was $275, the costs
jumped to $300 before my application was returned. I should have
seen the handwriting on the wall; but, indestructible, I plodded on
ward, onward, that is, to today, when tuitions costs have Sputniked
to a stratospheric $375.
•
The lovely atmosphere encouraged by the beautiful campus.
Little gripe here. The ivy-covered walls of our buildings personify
everything I had imagined a college should be. Of course, if the
inside leaves a little bit to be desired and the school loses 4 or 5
students a year by mysterious disappearance into the cracks in
the walls, what the heck. It's even better if you like to walk about
and enjoy the scenery. As a matter of fact, you practically have
to, with the streets in their utterly disgraceful condition.
Pacific combines the small school and large school atmospheres.
The small school atmosphere is here—it's broke. Big school, too.
The professors, and please note with some exceptions, prefer to
educate you by rote rather than the informal manner which we
were led to believe we would encounter.
Pacific is a co-educational college. Last point. Well, there's not
much getting around it. There are girls on this campus. But there's
not much sense in it with the provincial hours under which they
are forced to operate.
But then again, I'm here; and I expect everyone to say if you
don't like it, heat it; and a few will say beat it, period. That is,
get out. You know. And I won't. Because I just happen to be too
attached to Pacific, financially and emotionally, to ever bid the
"old dump" goodbye before my time.

NOW...PEYTON PLACE
STARTS
S U N D A Y

THE

DAVID O.SELZNICK
proMnb Ms production of

ERNEST HEMINGWAY'S

ONE
STORY
OF LOVE
AND
WAR
THAT

ewwie
for bride
a n d green*

all denominations to

•tiadi6

1

Advance Registration
Will Begin Next Week

dinner will be an oppor-

and exchange ideas. Invitahave been sent out but it
necessary to possess one to
However, reservations must

.1*e

Mrs. Emma Baumgardner,
English instructor at COP, has
been elected secretary of Chris
tian Social Relations for the
Methodist California-Nevada Con
ference. She is possibly the first
woman from the COP faculty to
be so honored.
She was appointed at a con
ference-wide meeting held in San
Jose last week and was installed
by Mrs. Howell of the Women's
Division.
During her two-year term, Mrs.
Baumgardner will have seven
districts to supervise. She feels
that an important factor in her
receiving the appointment is that
she travels to New York every
two years to attend meetings of
the United Nations and various
seminars. Before assuming her
new office, Mrs. Baumgardner
served for three years as CSR
secretary for the Central District.
Christian Social Relations has
as its purpose the creation of a
Christian community. It sponsors
studies in local societies on such
subjects as world peace through
the UN, foreign trade, alcohol,
and housing.
In the latter part of June, the
new secretary will go to Salt Lake
City t o attend a jurisdiction
meeting where training will be
given for the sponsoring of work
shops in the western United
States.
This Sunday, Mrs. Baumgard
ner will attend the Disarmament
Conference in Mill Valley EIS a
delegate from the Conference
Board of World Peace.

by g e o r g e . . .

have a large
Th«
Threesome

$100

White or
Yellow Gold
Fed.tax
Inc.

selection of beautiful
diamond ring ensembles
for the bride ...with
matching wedding rings
for the groom.

BORELLI Jewelers
2043 Pacific Ave.

HO 2-2443
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Education Abroad

PACIFIC STUDENT TELLS OF SCHOOLING
AT TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY IN GERMANY
By PAX STEAD

mew Testing Program
Is Aid To Freshmen
In Finding Aptitudes

"Pnfific-Hilton," Part Two

LUXURY, EFFICIENCY KEYNOTP
BLOCK-LONG NEW DORMITORY

Dean Betz has announced a new
testing program for incoming
freshman students, entitled The
Pre-College Differential Grade
Prediction Testing program.
This program will be given to
all prospective freshmen during
the summer. The dates for testing
at COP are June 14 and July 19.
The test will also be given in
Bakersfield on June 21 and in
Pasadena on June 28.

By MARIAN DUNCAN

Viewed from the nearby fraternity circle, the "Pacify
anoears to be three buildings rather than the one connected
Have you ever wondered what it might be like to go to school
tory which it is. The immense brick edifice is 334 by ^
in Germany? We have on our campus someone who has done just
occupying most of the block. Glass-encased stairways jut ^fdi
this. His name is Oisiein Skjellum, and he has given quite an inter
each
end of the two long wings.
esting account of his studies at Technical University in Karlsruhe,
Approaching
the entrance, one"
West Germany.
At the opposite end of th
notes the deep, wide archway
It seems that if you and I were1* •
which leads to the plate glass is the formal lounge with i
to go there, the first thing we
doors. Overhead rests the newly- tire east wall of brick. Set iwould notice on entering the
/
designed keystone. In two large curved wall is the firepiace
campus would be the fact that,
cement horse troughs — present which a black iron tiger
out of 4500 students, there are
SHOWS APTITUDES
appearance indicates this usage
placed, with the metal overu,
only 50 girls. This is due to the
This testing program differs flowers will be growing, and the brick giving the striped eff^'j
fact that it is a technical univers
from that given by any other col piles of dirt now surrounding the low brick bench following *
ity and not many girls go into
lege in the US, with the excep entrance will be transformed into base of the wall will provide!
the field of science.
tion of a few in Washington. The lawn. The steep-pitched roof sits ting space. Wall to wall carv
Oistein, who was born in Oslo,
test was developed at the Univer astride the low brick walls of the ing will cover the floor.
By
EMBBY
Norway, decided to go to Ger
sity of Washington. It is the most o f f i c e - l o u n g e s e c t i o n , w i t h a DINING ROOM
many to college since there is
complete and scientifically accu chimney on each end.
In the middle of the square,
only one technical university in
rate attempt to measure the ap
"Night
Flight"
is
the
name
of
cupied by the new girls' dormit,
Norway. He found himself there
OFFICES
titudes of entering freshmen for
with about 150 other Norwegian a new program on KCVN, Sunday
Going through the doors, one is the dining hall, 62 by 69 ;s
college work.
through
Thursday,
from
8:30
to
students. After receiving a Bach
comes to the lobby, which is to Designed for feeding 400 persoa
elor of Science degree, he came to 10 p.m. The show features almost ADVISERS IMPRESSED
be panelled in oak and have slate- it becomes, in reality, a mulfa
the United States and began look solid music by Sinatra, Ray ConThe test was tried out with the colored vinyl tile floors. On the pose room to be used as a sttj
ing for a small college. College niff, Ray Anthony, and everyone freshmen entering COP in the immediate right will be the re room and for dances or re®
of the Pacific was the one that who records 'good' music. "Night spring, and the counsellors have ceiving desk and the dormitory tion, as well as for dining. Tot
Flight" is sponsored by Trans- examined the process and results offices. The PBX board and mail right is an area which may 1
he chose.
COP proves to be quite a con ocean Airlines and The Charles and agree that it offers new stu boxes will be located in this sec closed off into one or two di®
trast to Technical University, Travel Service. Get away from dents and advisers more informa tion, as well as the intercom sys rooms for private parties.
In contrast to the rest of f
Oistein says. In the first place, that 'top 40' jazz for awhile and tion than any other testing pro tem.
when a person goes to Technical listen to some real easy swingin' gram that is known.
Communications will be some building, the dining room has
Results for the freshmen that what revised in the new residence low roof which, on the inside,!
University, he takes only courses sounds on "Night Flight."
Walt Christophersen, Jerry Ki- are already at college would not hall. All incoming calls are to be exposed metal beams. Flooring
in his major. There are no social
science courses. This gives the tay, Marty Metzler, Helen Patter be exactly the same as if the channeled through the PBX board. aqua-colored vinyl tile. R;
student an opportunity to concen son, and Dave Towell were ini test were taken before college A two-way intercom system to be lights, which let in the light I
tiated into AERho, (Alpha Epsi- entrance; however, freshmen who operated from the main office not the heat, overhead floureso
trate his time on his major.
In Skjellum's case, he" was a lon Rho, national radio and TV are now enrolled may take these will be set up so that the person lights, and ornamental lig!
chemistry, major, and all of his fraternity) last Sunday evening at tests if they are uncertain as to at the desk may speak directly to which operate on a rheostat
a girl in her room, and vice versa. the brightness may be adjusted
courses were chemistry courses. the home of Mr. and Mrs. John choice of major.
Before beginning these courses, Crabbe. Elections of officers for
It will not be possible, however, the use of the room, provide a
COP STUDENTS'
however, he, being a foreigner, next year followed. The results:
for the person at the desk to quate lighting.
OPPORTUNITY
With two serving lines,!
had to take German and pass it Susan Hale, president; A1 Case,
Saturday, May 17, in Room 207, listen in on private conversation,
vice-president; Marty Metzler,
kitchen is at the back of the:
by a special examination.
because
the
person
receiving
the
secretary; and Jerry Yingst, this test will be given to any message must push a button be ing hall, equipped with a;
In three and a half to four
freshmen that wish to take it. It
treasurer.
quarry tile floor and peach:
years, Skjellum took about five
will begin at 8:30 a.m. The ad fore she may be heard.
ored walls. A central dishwask
courses, two of them lasting from AD-LIBS:
LOUNGES
AND
LIBRARY
ministrative cost of this test is
two and a half to three years. In
Sue Hale left today for Colum $5, which must be paid in ad
Down still further in the right unit will allow students to
all that time, he attended very bus, Ohio, where she will attend vance to Dean Betz no later than is the walnut-panelled library. At their own dishes if necessary
few lectures, since there wasn't the national convention of Alpha Wednesday of this week. At least the end of the hallway is the in COURTS
time to go to them. He usually Epsilon Rho. Sue will spend al 15 students must be signed up formal lounge, with off-center
Open courts flank the dii
arrived at the laboratory at 8 a.m. most a week at Columbus, along for the test to be given because of fireplace and mahogany-panelled room, giving a place for sun h
and left at 6 p.m. In some of the with more than a hundred other the expenses involved.
walls.
ing, dancing, reception, and!
laboratories there were around representatives from colleges
The courts, as landscaped by 1
160 students.
across the country . . . Jim Crock
aid E. Crump, are to contain i
2019 Pacific Ave.
Seniors at COP don't realize ett, who's been around the station
iads of flowers and trees. S«
how"'easy" they have it when fi for about four years now, turns
ing curved lines bring the ?nal examinations come along. In to a new field as he directs
areas, the lawn and the P
Germany, finals aren't taken in "Adam the Creator," a Studio
ers—designed as benches as
versatile
any course until after the end of Theatre presentation to be held
as for flowers — into harn
the college career, when all of the in Morris Chapel. Date for the
with the surrounding dffll
pocket-tail
courses have been completed The opening is Thursday, May 15, fol
which are made to give shat
students use about eight months lowed by another performance
0
the summer and protection
to prepare for the finals. When the following night. Curtain time
Shirtible*...
rain in the winter.
the designated week arrives, each is 8 p.m. both nights . . . Jerry
Facilities for laundering ®
student goes into a room with Weaver, the world's youngest
be centralized in the baser
gaily
striped
two professors and is tested, oral newscaster, is now helping rival
with rows of washers and
ly, one hour a day, taking a dif KSTN in their sports department.
facing each other and in
He didn't say what his job was,
ferent course each day.
boards nearby. The basemen
1
If a student fails one course, he but it's something like hustlin
also provide storage spaa
fails all courses; and he must re hot dogs and soda pop for the
luggage.
turn within six months if he sportscaster! . . . Mardi Gras to
Next week: Student
wishes to repeat the examination. morrow is always a 'gas.' Be sure
ment at the "Pacific-HiltonIf the second examination is and stop by AERho's booth for
Also, any questions on the
failed, the student must apply to the "sticky oatmeal throw." There
cific-Hilton" may be refem
the State Department for re-ex will be some campus personali
Dean Davis.
amination after having his ap ties to act as targets.
plication approved by the profes
T" CHANNEL CRjJ1
sors. A student passing the exam ART DEPARTMENT
TICKETS AVAILABL
ination only after the third try is
ti
not eligible to work for his Mast ANNOUNCES SALE
A limited number of
the
er's at that university.
Mr. Richard Reynolds, chair
are still available for
The student-professor relation man of the art department, has
channel cruise, Neil Staff0^
ship in Germany is quite different announced the annual sale of art
reation chairman for the
from that at COP in that, in order pieces by the students of the dezation, has said.
to see a professor, one must make partment.
The event will take P
an appointment days in advance.
This is everyone's chance to
Friday, May 23, from «•
Occasionally the professor will buy some fine paintings and pos
p.m., and there will
drop in the laboratory, but one sibly some pieces of sculpture.
hours for freshman g'rS'd<
never sees the Chairman of the There will be a great many water
ing under the stars on the ^
You'll live in this Ship'n Shore! Wear it with the handy
Board.
color paintings for sale, and
the boat is a highligw re
pocket-tails
out
over
shorts,
slacks,
even
swimsuits.
Or
Skjellum likes the small classes one is free to come and look over
evening, along with free
tuck it smoothly into skirts! Woven rainbow stripes in
at COP, and he feels that the the selection.
ments.
science courses here are on the
combed cotton broadcloth that loves suds. Sizes 30 to 38.
This sale will take place in the
Students desiring to »
same level as the ones in Ger Art Building on May 26 and 28
Just arrived! So many new Ship'n Shore blouses, from 2.98
purchase their tickets in
many.
from noon until 5 p.m.
office for $1.50 per per801'

mm

Ship'n Shore

K

N

B
B
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WOMAN
OF
fHE WEEK

flDALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

CAROLINE JAMIESON

Dear Addy,
I've heard so much about the
notorious AWS Powder Puff foot
ball game. Are they going to
have it again this year?
Sadistic Sam
Dear Sam,
What's the matter with you,
anyhow? Didn't you read the
paper last week? No, there is not
going to be a Powder Puff foot
ball game this year because the
liability rates have gone up. Seri
ously, the game got a little too
rough last year. A sports day has
been substituted in its place.'
There will be mixed races and
recreational swimming, followed
by a delicious barbecue. So, don'f
Holding the position of Woman miss any of the big activities this
of the Week this time is Joyce week. Everyone has a really big
ball around Mardi Gras time.
geed from South Hall.
Joyce, a senior at COP, is from
Chile, South America. Her major
is group work, thus preparing
herself f o r a j o b d e a l i n g w i t h
children. Next fall, after her mar
riage to Oscar Escamilla, Joyce
till start working at the Fred
Finch Foster Home where she
still partake in many various jobs.
These will include supervising
recreational activities, teaching
the girls housework, and acting as
housemother. At the same time,
Oscar will be attending Pacific
School of Religion where he will
be preparing himself for the minJoyce has led a very active life
isher four years at COP, both in
campus and in off-campus activi
ties. She has been a particularly
active member of the Y, having
led many of its clubs. She is past
service chairman and secretary of
Chi Rho, was recreation chairman
of Central Wesley Fellowship,
and was a leader in the youth
group of La Trinidad Church.
At the present time, Joyce is
king an excellent job as South
Hall's vice-president. She has or
ganized many successful exranges, and she planned South
Hall's b a n q u e t h o n o r i n g t h e i r
housemothers.
Joyce's main interest is child^n and anything pertaining to
"®n. She also has an interest in
™nch, having studied it for five
or six years now. Music, espe
cially classical music, and sports,
deluding folk dancing, horseback
|J®g, swimming, badminton, and
^tag, also rate high among
oyce's likes.
%ce deserves the best of every®g in her future life and most
sly will receive it, as she always
any job she undertakes well,
outh Hall's selection of Joyce as
01han of the Week was certaina well-qualified one.

girls marry a man behe reminds them of their
'his may be why mothers
weddings.
ne

,

secret of financial suewhat you have
W after saving, instead of savwhat is left after spending."
Good Impressions
left

!S to sPend

who scatter with one
gather with two, not al11 coin, but in kind. Nothing
'ies so much as kindness.
John Wray
!e

Strawberry Breakfast Date
Set For Saturday, May 18
Friday

Mardi Gras Bar-B-Q and Rally

Saturday •

Mardi Gras Carnival and Dance

Sunday

but Im really in the dark. I have
a. costume problem. Could you
give me some ideas that are
really original. I want to be really
different.
Helen Rose
Dear Miss Rose,
You could make yourself up to
look like a box of love letters and
go as "Lana Turner—This is Your
Life." At the dance you could
nail your foot to the floor and
go as a hate joke. Or, if worse
comes to worse, you can put on a
fur coat and go as an armpit. I
hope these ideas will help out a
little. But, by all means, wear a
costume. Remember — the best
costumes get prizes. So, put on
your thinking cap; you can cer
tainly think of some better ideas
than I gave you.

"Requiem"
Monday

Reception honoring Dean's List
students
Thursday

Honors Convocation
. . . Congratulations to the newlyelected student body officers,
whoever you are . . . Today ends
fraternity Hell Week. No more
5:30 exercises, and the yellow rat
pack took flight, and all is quiet
till tomorrow night . . . Senate
banquet is May 13 . . . Don Bald
win has been chosen Man of the
Week for his outstanding con
tributions to campus life, for
representing COP at the president
of the Methodist Youth Group,
for his musical ability, and for his
pleasant and ever-helpful person
ality.

Co-chairmen for the Strawberry
Breakfast, Leah Morford and Bet
ty Imrie have announced that the
breakfast will be held on May
18, on the lawn in front of Ander
son Y.
Spurs will be serving the break
fast which will consist of coffee,
biscuits and jam, and a large dish
of fresh strawberries from 8 to
11 a.m.
The price is 80 cents for
adults, and 50 cents for students.
The event is sponsored by the Y,
and it is hoped that there will be
a big turnout.

FACULTY MEMBERS
GUESTS AT EPSILON
Last night, Epsilon Lambda Sig
ma had their traditional "apple
polisher's dinner." Members and
their faculty guests enjoyed the
evening in an appropriate atmos
phere created by old school day
decorations.

Have Your Own Charge Account — It's Easy — Ask Us!

/AWW
1700 Pacific Ave.

"Royal Rose"
nakes a beach
beauty of any
lovely lady!
One from our
collection of
The exciting
U-shaped back,
Of course Hess-DuBois can expertly care^for those
I: lovely new cottons during spring time, but don't neglect
::
those winter woolens . . . properly cleaned and stored
i; they will be just like new next fall. Whether you store
; them with us or store them at home, by all means have
them cleaned now.
Quality cleaning at budget prices still prevail
l; at Hess-DuBois.

Ladies Suits
Skirts
Sweaters
Men's Suits
Trousers
Shirts
Sport Coats

split straps and
camisole front add
drama to this new
"nubby" boucle.
Black, ruby,
brown, white,

-

turquoise. 32-38.

^•
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*22.95

'•
:
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Hess-DuBois
Cleaners
3212 PACIFIC AVENUE
Pick Up & Delivery Service

Phone HOward 6-8651
Park Free — Spacious — Convenient — Open Mondays Till Nine
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Chris Green,
Athlete-Scholar

Introducing Scholar
And Athlete, Dr. Cobb
By SAL CORTES

By KEN FLAIG

Recently there has appeared
stories to the effect that athletes
have shown a lack of interest in
the field of science in order to
devote more time to participate
in sports.
DR. E. COBB, Professor of
Chemistry, and head of Pacific
Athletic Board of Control, w a s
asked to give his opinion on the

After about 10 years
There has been much contro
anization, Coach ARNER Utl°r'
versy as to whether the athletes
TAFSON came back to
of COP are pampered or not. Yet,
and organized the present
whether this is true or not, many
nasties team. Even though the
of our athletes have proven
is no actual competition, Coach
~
themselves entirely capable of
"holding their own" scholasticalGustafson was pleased with th
ly. One of these very capable men
turnout of' men that came to his
is CHRIS GREEN, COP swim
call.
ming star.
Among the better performances
that
are being done are those
Chris graduated from the High
athlete's academic ability in col
turned in by AFHAZApj^,
School division of Stockton Col
lege particularly in the field of
NURHAN from Turkey, who is a
lege in June of 1954. Following
science. Dr. Cobb can relate with
specialist at hand balancing ^
the summer of this same year, he
pride at COP's enrollment of out
the parallel bars. LLOYD BAKOft
enrolled in Stockton Junior col
standing athletes who graduated
also is coming along fine with the
lege. There he played basketball
from his department in chemistry
parallel bars. JOHN HUMuntil mid-season. At this time
while in the short ten-year span
PHREYS is considered the "ail.
Chris received an athletic schol
that he has been here.
a r o u n d m a n , " w h i l e PHR^
arship from "the college across
LYNN SWANSON, an outstand
BLAKELEY is the best at tunthe street." He entered COP in
ing football star for Pacific in
bling.
the spring of 1955 as a business
CHRIS GREENE
'56, graduated in chemistry, and
Coach Gustafson recently ac
major, and, as a courtesy to
is now studying for his PhD at
complished the iron cross after a
Stockton College, he refrained comfortable 3.5 grade point aver
the University of California. BOB and science courses.
short time of practice. This is
from playing basketball for the age.
Taking an active part in sports one of the most difficult tasks to
Upon entering his senior year STONER, star tackle for COP in
Tigers for the remainder of the
Chris did not relax on the main '53, obtained his masters degree actually helps students to think perform.
season.
in chemistry, and now is a chem
If anyone is interested in gym.'
As a freshman, Chris "came taining of a personal standard. ist in Antioch. Dr. Cobb's own more clearly and quickly. The
He
was
elected
Treasurer
of
the
aggressiveness and ability to nasties, contact Coach Gustafson
out" for swimming, the basis of
son, JOHN COBB, was an out make decisions helps athletes to
at the gym.
his scholarship, and he made the COP Student Body and Vice-Pres
standing football star in '52, and attain good positions when they
ident
of
Omega
Phi
Alpha.
He
varsity. During that season he
now
is
a
chief
nuclear
engineer.
finish college."
set a new school record in the was also elected secretary'Bloods" call him "Cousin Broth
There are four members of this
200-yard breaststroke.
It was treasurer of Blue Key and he be
er."
past
year's
freshman
football
also during this time that Chris came a member of Phi Kappa
"BABY DOO"
squad who are also chemistry ma
pledged Omega Phi Alpha Frat Phi, a national honorary scho
And now, "Baby DOO!" This
ernity. * The most extraordinary l a s t i c s o c i e t y . C h r i s p r o v e d jors.
guy
had to play through the en
By
OLA
LEE
MURCHISON
Dr. Cobb, himself, is a very
point is that during this mass of worthy of this latter appointment
tire scrimmage last Saturday
This
week's
article
is
an
article
activities, Chris maintained an by again maintaining that steady good example of an outstanding
concerning "the boys." Whenever morning. The scrimmage lasted
astounding 3.6 grade point aver 3.5 grade point average. This last athlete whose interest and partici
for about two and one-half hours,
semester, Chris was captain of pation in sports did not deflect I speak of "the boys," I am re and I believe that "Baby DOO"
age!
him from his academic ability in ferring to the COP varsity foot
the
waterpolo
team
and
he
was
In his sophomore year, Chris
ball team. Before I continue with felt like a baby, too, after it was
the field of science.
received an academic scholarship. voted the most valuable player
Dr. Cobb was an outstanding the contents, I think I had better all over. The other day Campora
on
the
team.
To
round
out
his
This was presented to ease t h e
lineman for Union College of clarify some of the names which was talking to "Baby DOO" and
pressure on the athletic scholar present activities, Chris has be
he popped the question of "What
Kentucky in the 1920's; he was w i l l b e u s e d i n d i s c u s s i n g t h e
ship department, and to provide come a member of the wellis meant by 'Baby DOO?' "ft
named on the All-State Kentucky Boys.
room for another athlete on the known academic book, "Who's
Boys" looked at Coach Campora
squad
in
his
senior
year
in
1927.
"DR.
JAWS"
s c h o l a r s h i p l i s t . D u r i n g t h i s Who."
and
rolled with laughter. Adrian
First on the list is Stan Burns,
When asked how he felt about Dr. Cobb had played 60 minutes
same year, Chris broke his own
Vera is "Baby Doo." Ask Joan
a
Tiger
who
has
two
nicknames
in
nine
straight
games,
without
a
record in the 200-yard breast- swimming this year, Chris stated,
given to him by fellow team about Adrian.
stroke, and was voted the "Most "I am training hard, and I am replacement, against some very
Spring practice is mainly for
mates. "Dr. Jaws" and "Animal"
strong
teams—in
those
days—in
Improved Player o f the Year" looking forward to a good year."
the
purpose of familiarizing the
After graduation, Chris has Western Kentucky University and are the names to which Burns new freshmen and junior college
award. To add to his aquatic
has
been
conditioned
to
react.
University
of
Louisville.
Dr.
pleasures, he joined the water flexible ideas. He plans either to the
Burns, as most people already transfers with varsity offensive
polo team and he has proven, to attend Bolt Hall at the University Cobb helped his team win better
and defensive systems. Serin
be a fine goalee. During this of California, or to attend Har than 70% of their games from know, earned his title of "Dr. mages are held on Wednesday
Jaws" after both the Arizona
same year Chris became a mem vard or Stanford University for 1924-27.
After graduating from Union State and Marquette games dur and Saturdays for playing exper
ber of the Block "P" society, and Business Administration.
he maintained his scholarship
When asked if he had any College in 1927, Dr. Cobb became ing last football season. Ex-COP
status with a sparkling 3.5 grade matrimonial plans in the near a math instructor and a coach at Coach Nikcevich gave Burns the
point average.
future, with a twinkle in his Plemingsburg and Barbourville name of "Animal," and "the A-1 Cleaners' Myster
High Schools in Kentucky. He boys" have continued to refer to
As a junior, Chris became eye, Chris said, "If there are any
Tiger Of The Week
Dr. Jaws as such. Incidentally,
treasurer of Omega Phi, and he plans, I don't know about 'em later became a line coach and a
basketball coach at Dakota Uni 'Animal' is temporarily out of
became a president of the "Amer yet."
versity. He received his PhD in the spring training. He was in
This
expose
of
a
high
scholast
ican Marketing Association," a
jured holding a bag. Animal is
student club on campus. He also ic record plus a large repertoire Chemistry in 1940 from North
a veteran from last year's squad,
Carolina
University.
of
activities
once
again
proves
to
became a member of Blue Key
Dr. Cobb definitely doesn't be and had first-string sewed up in
and was appointed Honor Com all doubters that it is possible to
lieve
that science is taking a back a bag. (The bag revolted for
combine
work
with
play
if
you
mittee Chairman of the Student
seat
to
athletics: "True, there is some strange reason.)
Body. As a swimmer, Chris set use a little of that self-applica
Carl Kammerer also has two
a
need
for
more top notch scien
another school record. This time tion.
nicknames:
"Elwood" and "Cous
tists,
but
this
need
is
not
present
he set a new mark in the 100in
Brother."
I don't know why he
because
there
has
been
a
lack
or
Great
people
are
not
affected
yard butterfly stroke. To add to
his swimming accomplishments, by each puff of wind that blows interest in science in favor of is called "Elwood," but I do know
he was chosen to the second it. Like great ships, they sail sports. I believe scientific person why he is called "Cousin Broth
string Northern California Water serenely on, in a calm sea or a nel is weak because of the lack of er." Everyone on the team calls
high schools to teach more math h i m Elwood, but only the
Polo Team. Again he upheld a great tempest.

"THE BOYS"

THEATRICAL MAKE-UP
Crepe hair - rouge - powder 'n paint

everything to make you what you ain't

Sometime tomorrow,
VON HOORBECK, A-l s
pus representative, wui ,n{
phone one of the COP k ,
groups;
»
fm^X
, whoever
TV jtlvV » VJL answers
call will have one chanc
identify correctly the
tery Athlete. Other 1 , •
groups will be telephon
the previous contestants
swer incorrectly.
h
The wining prize will_ "0
the contestant's purehas^ f
the preceding week
charge!
Can YOU identify our

1603 PACIFIC AVE__ .«•!<
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Jnor.

Pacific coach who will participate
in the same event.

'cilic
gytn.
here
oach
the

NICE WORK, COACH!
Head coach Bill Gott did a fine
job during Qie thinclad season.
REPORTERS: Dick Bass, Sal Cortes
His work becomes especially out
Dave Davis, Ken Flaig, M a u r i c e
standing when you notice the im
Jones, Gary Kaufman, Paul Kaufman,
Dave Klurman, Jack Harden, Ola
provement of some of the men
Murchison, Bob Niel^beck, Dave Towell
Jices
who had little experience in their
PHOTOGRAPHER
Rob Sweet
hose
EDITOR
Dick Bateson
respective events—men like Bob
UN
Denton, Leroy Wright, and Dave
is a
Towell, who made big improve
troducing
Scholar
And
AHilefe,
Tom
Green
and
ments and are returning for next
By BOB NIELEBECK
ION
years squad as are the bulk of
i the
Hardrunning, hard-driving ex-Tiger fullback TOM GREEN has this year's lettermeh.
1% ^accepted to the University of Utah Medical School. This proves
"all- jCe again, to those who still have doubts, that football players NOTES
IRA •«sist of something besides muscle. Tom will not be a total
There is something which is of
-uni- stranger, however, because JOHN NIKCEVICH, ex-Tiger coach, has real interest (if you're interested
jecently been hired by this same university to fill a coaching position. in the cinder sport). Mel Patton,
acwho is still considered the fastest
Before coming to COP, Tom at-''
era
man to ever step on a track, was
iended Woodrow Wilson High
s is
unofficially clocked in 19.9 sec
s to School in Long Beach, California.
onds for 220 yards; he also had
ge graduated from there in June,
an unofficial 8.9 seconds for 100
ya-' 10.
By Jack Marden
yards (both . were with flying
[son He entered COP in the fall of
starts.)
63 as a physical education ma
The real reason why the 100
jor, and he starred on the freshyard dash record is not faster is
football
team.
In
the
spring
othbecause the official timers in the
if 1953, Tom pledged Rho Lambearly 40's did not believe a human
Phi Fraternity (Rhizomia),
being could travel that fast. In
and became a loyal Rhizite. Dur
one major race, another American
ing his freshman year, Tom mainsprint ace was caught by five
a 3.2 grade point average.
watches as follows: 9.2, 9.2, 9.2,
In his sophomore year, Tom
9.2, 9.4. His time was said to be
played football and baseball, and
too fast to be true, and his record
be proved himself the top stuwas thus left at 9.4 seconds!
tat that he is by posting a 3.8
THE WEST COAST RELAYS
aade point average,
The man who has not anything
The ever-popular West Coast
is a junior, Tom changed his
to
boast of but his illustrious an
Relays, known as the "daddy of
ajor to Pre-Med. This proved to
them all," is churning around cestors is like a potato — the only
tea wise move because he earned again. The thirty-second running good belonging to him is under
4e "You Can't Get Any Better" is counted upon (as usual) to pro ground.
Sir Thomas Overbury
srade point average of 4.0. This duce at least one world record
spectacular average won for him and most likely more!
fc "Eddie Le Baron Award"
Many great incidents have oc
rtich is given to the COP ath- curred—some important in track
ete with the highest grade point. and field history, some merely od
FLORSHEIM
He only dark picture during this dities, some human interest
W was that Tom was injured stories, and the like. However,
feng football practice and he none seem to surpass the, shall
Us out for the season.
we call it, oddity which happened
During his senior year, Tom in 1939.
?as elected to the honorable book
Not one of the spectators who
'"Who's Who in American Col- jammed Ratcliffe Stadium in
ry
'W which selects top students Fresno that day in May will ever
•ram 700 colleges throughout the forget Barney Willis, former USC
x'°n. He was also elected presi- sprinter. In that year, Willis was
er' of Rhizomia in the spring literally caught with his pants
f1957.
down when the 880 yard relay
Tom began graduate work at started, just as he was removing
l0pin the fall of 1957. He played his sweat suit. He ran the anchor
""standing football during this leg for the Southern California
year which marked the end of Trojans, holding his pants with
j f'ne football career at COP. one hand and the baton in t h e
"ring this past year, Tom was other. Willis breasted the tape the
^•ected p r e s i d e n t o f T r i B e t a winner just as the sweat pants
ternity, an active biological slipped from his grasp and sag
, lety, and he is an active mem- ged to the ground.
r °f the Block "P".
TIGERS ROLL
December 25, 1957, was more
Bob Recknagle, a flying frosh,
» Christmas for Tom. He an- continued his Pacific track season
mTrCec' his engagement to Miss in the Stockton Invitational 100
"lid ^^SHALL, a graduate yard dash with a fine 10.1 sec
Once you try them we know
tjrent at COP, and an elemen- onds (he was not seriously
you'll never wear anything
Sch°°l teacher in Lodi, Calielse. Styled in patterns as,
pushed). Willie Hector was also
smart as they are comfortable.
--jr^^They have recently been invited and was responsible for,
a twin win with a 21 foot, 6 inch Model Shown . . .
"tah^T leaving Ihe University of broad jump and an easy triumph
THE MONITOR
Vai' °m plans to become a gen- in the high' jump.
Jack Matjiis, a standout long Three colors:
ive Dractiti°ner. He does not
anV specialization planned distance man from Reedley High
Black, Brown, Desert Brown
School who just finished lettering
Tn
'-tb tlas Prove(I himself a su- for the Tiger varsity, is really
athlete, and will leave be- asking for punishment. He just
fabulous academic record. moved up from three miles to a
e%
e accomplishments a s big eight-miler, and what a grind.
n
218 E. MAIN ST.
Tin, ^ e ' I t s e e m s e v i d e n t t h a t Imagine running from the Ferry
Head 35 a very successful life Building in San Francisco to the
Responsible Credit Accounts
of him.
opposite side of town, arriving at
Invited
the Cliff House. Yes, across the
^uke f ew~~
whole
city—good
luck,
kid!
The
to m.
Promises and live up
same luck to Charlie Curtis, the
y°u make.
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SIGMA DELTA PSI
OPEN FOR "PLEDGES"
The test for the SIGMA DEL
TA PSI national athletic frater
nity are regularly held in MAY.
Indoor events will be given in
the FALL.

JOHN FELIX . . . Swimmer
Turned Queen Selector

Intramural News

SUBSTITUTIONS:
A candidate who has won the
varsity letter or an intramural
championship in any sport may
substitute this letter for any one
requirement in SIGMA DELTA
PSI, except swimming. A sub
stitution may be made but once
for one sport; for example: the
candidate may substitute once,
even though he plays o n t h e
varsity team for three years. The
privilege of substituting varsity
letters is limited to two official
varsity sports and one intramural
championship.

By SAL CORTES
INTRAMURAL SWIMMING
Today is the finals of the an
nual intramural swimming meet REQUIREMENTS FOR
in the Pacific pool at 3:30. Over MEMBERSHIP:
50 students are entered in the
1. 100-yard dash .... 113/5 sec.
various events, according to Dr.
2. 120-yard low hurdles..l6 sec.
Carl Voltmer, head intramural
3. Running high jump
5 ft.
athletic director.
4. Running broad jump....17 ft.
Competition will consist of in
5. 16 lb. shot put
30 ft.
dependent swimmers and mem
6. 20-foot rope climb .... 12 sec.
bers from the various living
7. Baseball throw
250 ft.
groups. Trophies will be awarded
8. Football punt
120 ft.
to the winners of the various
9. 100-yd. swim....l min. 45 sec.
events.
10. 1 mile run
6 min.
INTRAMURAL TRACK
11. Front handspring—landing
On Tuesday and Wednesday of
on feet.
next week, the annual intramural
12. Hand shot
10 sec.
track meet finals will be held.
13. Fence Vault
Chin high
Anyone who hasn't earned a block
14. Good Posture
P in track is eligible for the vari
15. Scholarship—Eligible for
ous track events.
varsity competition.
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JEFFERY
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MEN'S CLOTHIER

2105 PACIFIC AVE.
— FOR THE TOP MEN ON CAMPUS —

1
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MARDI GRAS — NEW ORLEAN S STYLE )S COLORFUL SOUTHERN EXPOSITION

11 Pharmacy Students
Honored At Banquet

, J is here.
V,„r-Q TTYf-ITPMPNT'S brewine! YP«
Mardi Gras weekend
Excitement's brewing! Yes, the anticipation of Mardi Gras, COP style, with all its fun and merriment
Eleven students were honored
ucipauui
nf thpse
spring days.
4.«4.„rio of
adds
to
the L'cUCncc
carefree attitude
these balmv
balmy spring
to tne
, . , days,
with awards or scholarships at
aaufa5Of
,uivx
_ our celebration
^l^KrvatirYn is
similar title to
is that
that which
which occu
occurs annually
the pharmacy banquet held last
down New Orleans way - but here the similarity ends. Any
• 0:me
week for fhe college pharmacy
who has seen this festive season
students.
in progress realizes this. Oh,, coming entirely from the mem
ill
Recipients of scholarships were
source. The
there's carnival and dancing and
Larry Scharo, who will continue
a general explosion of wild gaiety, Comus parade, most extravag^j
for the next year as scholar of
but all of slightly different char of all, climaxes Carnival, it is
the Women's Auxiliary of the
acter from ours. Where the obvi staged Mardi Gras evening prjot
California Pharmaceutical Asso
ous intention of the student here to the ball.
ciation; Phil Santers, Sacramento
Since the establishment of New
is to have an all-around good
County Pharmaceutical Associa
time at Mardi Gras as merely a Orleans, there has been a Carni.
tion, Women's Auxiliary, scholar
weekend festival and costume val and a Mardi Gras; and, in
ship; Art Weybright, Coffin Redball, the celebrant of the south turn, since their initial appear,
ington Company scholarship; and
ern event places much more em ance, there have been certain not
Robert Boiling, Drug Service
phasis on the seriousness of it. able symbols of the celebration.
Company of Fresno grantee.
Rex, commonly known as King
DEBUTANTES DEBUT
Leonard Terra received the
New Orleans' Carnival and of the Carnival and Lord of Mis.
Faculty Men's Award, while Car
Mardi Gras commence and cli rule, has become a highlight of
ole Nelson was presented with the
max the social season. They hold Mardi Gras. He is presented to
Faculty Women's Award. Rich
a very deep social significance in the public in a lavish parade that
ard Brown received the Bear Pho
the city, regardless of the insig afternoon and is the only king
to Award for the first profession
nificant impression left on the (each parade is represented by a
al year; and Wallace Beaver was
average tourist. During the final king who rides upon the main
presented the Jean and Earl
week, the season's debutantes are float) to ride unmasked. Another
Wong Award for the second pro
presented at a seizes of balls celebrity, whose selection reveals
fessional year.
which are attended only by invi high degree of social prominence
Third year awards went to War
tation. It is a great honor to be is King of Comus, representative
ner Striplin, John Crosetti Award;
invited to such an illustrious af of the Mystick Krewe of Comus.
and George MacMurphy, Faculty
fair and even more coveted to This secret society, the Mystick
Award.
have your daughter or sister se Krewe, is composed of the city's
lected queen of the ball. If she is wealthiest and most influential
Waited until the last minute to get a date again, eh?
ultimately chosen Queen of the businessmen and is renowned for
Stockton Businessmen
Carnival, the pinnacle of social it's sumptuous parade and ball,
#/
Attend Pacific Course
both of which are held Mardi
Student Life In U.S. standing has been achieved.
evening.
A course in administrative man
Photo Contest Theme Festivities start each year on Gras
High point of Carnival comes
Epiphany, the 6th of January
agement is now in session on the
A contest for college student with the Ball of Twelfth Night precisely at midnight on Mardi
COP campus, consisting of eight ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
The members and pledges of photographers is being sponsored Revelers. It launches a series of Gras. Rex and his subjects enter
discussions designed to inform
Stockton area businessmen of the AKL spent last Saturday morn by The Intercollegian, a maga private balls and a period of ex the court of the Mystick Krewe,
newest and most modern tech ing washing the second floor win zine covering the college field and citement that continues until where they join with King of Co
dows of South Hall.
published by the National Student Lent begins. Mardi Gras is mus and, accompanied by the re
niques of business organization.
On May 17, AKL's annual Cor YMCA-YWCA. Theme of the con Shrove Tuesday, the last day of spective Queens, begin the grand
The group meets once a week poration Meeting will be held to
march, climax of Mardi Gras aid
in Room 114, Sears Hall, to dis discuss policy for the coming test is "Student Life and Educa Carnival.
Carnival and a scene unequaM
tion in America" and $850 in PARADES HIGHLIGHT
cuss such topics as "The Use of year. AKL is presently being in
for its splendor and elegance.
equipment and cash is offered as FESTIVAL
Accounting in Business," "Laws corporated.
This becomes the epitome of New
prizes.
The
parades
begin
a
week
be
Affecting Your Business," and
A n afternoon exchange at
The contest will close Novem fore Lent. Each is presented, or Orleans social life.
"How to Meet Competition and Micke's Grove has been planned
sponsored, by one of the several
Develop More Business."
ber
1, 1958.
with Zeta Phi for May 23, states
No matter how widely you have
secret
societies in New Orleans;
The advisory committee of the social chairman Bill Hale.
Prize-winning pictures will be
traveled,
you haven't seen the
some are staged in the afternoon,
course is composed of Dr. Arthur
published in The Intercollegian
world if you have failed to look
ALPHA
KAPPA
PHI
others
in
the
evening.
Average
Beckwith, chairman and a mem
Archania's Mothers' Club card and exhibited at the YMCA- cost for a single parade is ap into the human hearts that in
ber of the COP faculty; Edward
YWCA National Student Assem
habit it.
Donald Peathe
Best, manager of the Stockton party will be held next week, re bly in Urbana, Illinois, December proximately $50,000, the funds
ports
president
Steve
Henry.
Office of the Pacific Telephone
28, 1958 to January 3, 1959.
and Telegraph Co.; Dr. Nolan OMEGA PHI ALPHA
For complete contest rules and
P u 11 i a m, superintendent o f
Omega Phi's pledge dance, held
an
entry blank, students may
schools, Stockton Unified School last Friday evening, is reported
write to Intercollegian Photo
District; Mr. Ralph Ring, man to have been a success.
ager of the Stockton Chamber of
Next Wednesday, May 14, the graphy Contest, 291 Broadway,
Commerce; Judge Robert Sulli fraternity is holding its serenade New York 7, N.Y.
van, Stockton Municipal Court; in order to choose the "Omega
Mr. Homer Potter, Chief, Pro Phi Girl."
curement and Technical Assist
Saturday, May 17, is the day of
ance Division, Small Business Ad Omega Phi's Spring Formal. The
s h o u l d k n o w
ministration, San Francisco; and annual dance will be held at the
t h i s m a n —
Mr. Malcolm Matheson, vice-pres Stockton Golf and Country Club,
ident and manager, Security Title states recorder Paul Fletcher.
H i s
n a m e
i s
Insurance Company and first PHI DELTA CHI
vice-president, Stockton Chamber
Phi Delta Chi ended its six
of Commerce.
weeks of pledging with an in

Fraternity News

l|!\

YOU

formal initiation on May 2 and a
carwash at Lodi Lake on May 3.
The formal initiation was held on
Sunday, May 5, with a dinner at
Bruno and Lena's.
The newly initiated members
are Bob Gibson, Rod Rogers, John
Schwartz, Hap Vasconi, Roger
Some minds are like concrete: Taylor, Gil Toso, Len Terra, Carl
All mixed up and permanently Fink, Nick Spanos, Alan Rohnow,
Charlie Whittenberg.
set.

Nothing is easier than fault
finding; no talent, no self-denial,
no brains, no character are re
quired to set up in the grumbling
business.
Robert West

FLOWERS SAY IT

TAKE IT EASY!
RENT A TYPEWRITER
OR ADDING MACHINE
BY THE WEEK, MONTH,
OR QUARTER...
%

. . . All Makes and Models .
If you decide to purchase a
new or used machine the rental
up to three months will be ap
plied on the purchase price.

f r o m

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
2635 Pacific Ave.

HO 6-4171

70% Discount On Cash Orders
with presentation of Student Body Card

San tfoaquin
BUSINESS MACHINES
114 N. California St.
Phone HO 5-5881

Open Thursday 'til 9 P.M.

JIM GAMMON

and

he

may

hold

the

key

FUTURE FINANCIAL
SUCCESS!
,

call or write

JIM GAMMON
540 N.CALIFORNIA ST.
HO 6-6944
Representing
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

